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Abstract—Frequency-modulated differential chaos shift keying
(FM-DCSK) ultrawideband (UWB) communication systems convey information by transmitting ultrashort chaotic pulses (in the
nanosecond scale). Since such pulses are ultrashort, timing offset
may severely degrade the bit error rate (BER) performance. In
this paper, a fast data-aided timing synchronization algorithm
with low complexity is proposed for FM-DCSK UWB systems,
which capitalizes on the excellent correlation characteristic of
chaotic signals. Simulation results show that the BER performance
of such systems is fairly close to that of perfect timing thanks to the
proposed new algorithm. Moreover, the new algorithm requires
less synchronization searching time and lower computational complexity than the conventional one for transmitted reference UWB
systems existing in the current literature.
Index Terms—Frequency-modulated differential chaos shift
keying (FM-DCSK), timing synchronization, transmitted reference (TR), ultrawideband (UWB).

I. I NTRODUCTION

U

LTRAWIDEBAND (UWB) communication technology
attracts increasing interest for its promising potential in
many applications with low-complexity and low-power requirements, particularly in short-range wireless communications
such as wireless personal area networks (WPANs) and sensor
networks [1].
UWB impulse radio systems convey information by transmitting ultrashort (in the nanosecond scale) pulses. The monocycle pulses could have Gaussian, Rayleigh, or other shapes [2].
In order to collect the rich multipath energy in the dense multipath environment, the UWB system based on coherent detection exploits a Rake receiver with many fingers, but what must
be done prior to that is channel estimation. Unfortunately, channel estimation requires high sampling rates at several gigahertz
and complicated processing techniques [3], [4]. Alternatively,
a noncoherent transmitted reference (TR) UWB system, as
proposed in [5], tries to capture the entire signal energy without
requiring channel estimation. Frequency-modulated differential
chaos shift keying (FM-DCSK) [6] UWB [7] system offers
another type of noncoherent TR UWB scheme, which uses nonperiodic chaotic signal as the carrier [8], [9]. As an outstanding
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joint spread-spectrum and modulation scheme, FM-DCSK is
proven to have a superior capability of antimultipath fading
over multipath fading channels [10]–[13].
Since UWB information-bearing pulses are ultrashort, timing
offset may remarkably deteriorate the bit error rate (BER)
performance [14], [15]. Hence, timing synchronization is a
major challenge for the implementation of UWB receivers.
Currently, there are very few, if any, studies on the timing synchronization issue in the literature about the FM-DCSK UWB
system. Nevertheless, there are several papers (e.g., [3] and
[16]–[18]) that deal with the timing synchronization problem
for coherent UWB by correlating the template signal with the
received signal to meet the timing acquisition. However, since
FM-DCSK UWB is noncoherent, timing synchronization algorithms applied to noncoherent UWB have to be developed. The
existing algorithms derived in [19] and [20] for noncoherent
TR UWB both rely on the following two operations: 1) the
operation of correlation between two neighboring symbols and
2) the operation of picking the peak from a large amount of correlation values. However, the former operation is not available
for the FM-DCSK UWB system for the following two reasons:
1) a chaotic waveform varies from symbol to symbol, even if
the same bit is transmitted repeatedly [7], which is the main
difference between the FM-DCSK UWB and the conventional
noncoherent TR UWB, and 2) noise-like chaotic signals have
low values of intersymbol correlation. Consequently, the peakpicking operation cannot be carried out correctly in general.
In this paper, a new data-aided timing synchronization algorithm with rapidity and low complexity is proposed for the
FM-DCSK UWB communication system. The algorithm is
based on intrasymbol correlation operation, which takes advantage of the excellent correlation characteristic of chaotic signals. Through extensive simulations, it is found that not only the
BER performance of the synchronized system equipped with
the proposed timing algorithm is close to that of perfect timing,
but also the synchronization can be rapidly achieved. Moreover,
the algorithm has fairly low computational complexity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the system model. Section III describes
the new timing synchronization algorithm, and Section IV
presents the simulation results. Finally, conclusion is drawn in
Section V.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
The FM-DCSK UWB system model is similar to the fixedwaveform TR UWB system architecture, as illustrated in Fig. 1,
where the main difference is the waveform generator. Moreover, the FM-DCSK has an extra frequency modulator.
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Fig. 2. Timing algorithm at step 0 (N = 4).

Fig. 1. Block diagrams of the FM-DCSK UWB transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX).

In this system, each symbol contains only one frame. Each
frame consists of two parts: the first part serves as a reference
signal, whereas the second part serves as the data signal, which
is either a replica of the reference when the transmitted bit is
“+1” or an inverted signal when the bit is “−1.”
The FM-DCSK UWB signal can be represented as
s(t) =

∞ 



p(k) (t − kT ) + dk p(k) (t − kT − T /2) .

(1)

k=−∞

Here, k is the symbol index, T is the symbol period, dk ∈ {±1}
is the transmitted bit, p(t) is the frequency-modulated chaotic
pulse of width Tw , and p(k) (t) indicates that p(t) varies from
symbol to symbol. In this paper, it is assumed that Tw  T /2,
so neither intersymbol interference nor interpulse interference
exists in the system.
The channel model of UWB can be described as a tapped
delay line [21] as follows:
h(t) =

L−1


αl δ(t − τl ).

(2)

l=0

Here, L is the total number of resolvable multipath taps, and
αl and τl are the complex amplitude gain and the delay of the
lth tap, respectively, with τ0 < τ1 < · · · < τL−1 , where τ0 is
the propagation delay of the first arrival signal. Assume that the
channel is quasi-static, which means that h(t) remains invariant
over every one symbol period of time.
The received waveform passing through the channel filter,
which is not shown in Fig. 1 for simplicity, is given by
r(t) = s(t) ⊗ h(t) + n(t)
L−1

αl s(t − τl ) + n(t)
=
=

l=0
∞


L−1


+dk

L−1



αl p

(k)

III. T IMING A LGORITHM
In this section, a new data-aided synchronization algorithm
is presented for estimating the ideal integral starting point.
A. Algorithm
Let τ denote the ideal integral starting point. At the very
beginning, the receiver does not know the exact arrival time
of the incoming signal. Thus, the ideal integral starting point
is unknown by the receiver. Assume that the receiver arbitrarily
locates the integral starting point to be at nT + τ̂ , where n is
an integer. Without loss of generality, one may set n = 0 and
τ̂ ∈ [τ, τ + T ), as partially illustrated in Fig. 2, where noise
is neglected for simplicity. Theoretically, the objective of the
timing synchronization is equivalent to achieving
τ̂ ∈ [τ − Tres , τ + Tres ].

(t − kT − T /2 − τl ) + n(t).

l=0

(3)

(4)

Here, Tres is the synchronization resolution (see Section IV).
The algorithm is being performed in the following steps.
Step 0: Divide the interval [τ̂ , τ̂ + T ] into N parts uniformly
and take the beginning point of each part as the integral
starting point. Thus, within one symbol observation interval, N integral results are obtained, i.e.,


 τ̂ +iT/N +TI





(0)
∗
r(t) × r (t + T /2)dt ,
Si = 


 τ̂ +iT /N

i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.

αl p(k) (t − kT − τl )

k=−∞ l=0

Here, ⊗ is the convolution operation, and n(t) is the zeromean additive complex Gaussian noise with variance N0 .
In order to demodulate the data and recover the original
information correctly, the receiver must have information about
the symbol boundary, i.e., the integral starting point, which is
tied to the timing synchronization.

(5)

Here, ∗ is the conjugation operator, |(·)| is the magnitude
of (·), and TI ∈ [Tw , T /2] is the integral window length
in the timing synchronization stage. In Section IV, it will
be shown that different values of TI can result in different
timing performances.
Define
(0)

I = arg max Si ,
i

i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.
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Then, the receiver can update τ̂ according to
τ̂ = τ̂ − mod ((N − I)T /N, T ) .

possible, i.e.,
(7)

Here, mod(a, b) gets the remainder of a/b.
In the above, (5)–(7) can be explained as follows.
Suppose that N = 4 and the additive Gaussian noise is
not considered. Using (5), one obtains four integral results
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
S0 , S1 , S2 , and S3 , but which one is the largest depends on the location of the initial integral starting point τ̂ .
Take the position of τ̂ in Fig. 2 for example. As τ̂ is quite
(0)
(0)
near τ , S0 is the largest in the receiver because S0
(0)
(0)
captures more useful signal energy than both S1 and S3 .
(0)
(0)
The reason S0 > S2 is that the correlation between the
chaotic waveforms for two different symbols is very small,
which is a promising feature of chaotic signals. Thus, from
(6), one has I = 0. Substituting I = 0 into (7) yields τ̂ =
τ̂ , which means that τ̂ need not be updated after this step
since τ̂ is quite near τ . Notice that the discussion here is
based on the assumption of τ̂ being quite near τ . Although
τ̂ is initially uniformly distributed in [τ, τ + T ), (5)–(7)
work well.
After step 0, the target interval, in which τ lies, can
be determined in [τ̂ − T /N, τ̂ + T /N ] whose length is
2T /N .
Step q: For q ≥ 1, perform the following: Through step q − 1,
it is known that τ lies in the interval [τ̂ − T /(2q−1 N ), τ̂ +
T /(2q−1 N )], which is then uniformly divided into two
subintervals, namely, [τ̂ − T /(2q−1 N ), τ̂ ] and [τ̂ , τ̂ +
T /(2q−1 N )]. The purpose of this step is to determine in
which subinterval τ lies, and the determination is based on
(8)–(11) given as follows:


 τ̂ −(−1)j 2qTN +TI





(q)
∗
j = 0, 1.
r(t) × r (t + T /2)dt ,
Sj = 


 τ̂ −(−1)j qT

2 N

(8)
Equation (8) indicates two integral operations whose
integral starting points, namely, τ̂ − T /(2q N ) and τ̂ +
T /(2q N ), are the middle points of the above two candidate
subintervals, respectively.
(q)
(q)
If S0 > S1 , then it can be verified that τ lies
(q)
in [τ̂ − T /(2q−1 N ), τ̂ ] because S0 collects more useful
(q)
signal energy than S1 when τ lies in [τ̂ − T /(2q−1 N ), τ̂ ];
otherwise, τ ∈ [τ̂ , τ̂ + T /(2q−1 N )] according to the following equation:
τ∈

T
τ̂ − 2q−1
N , τ̂ , if J = 0
T
τ̂ , τ̂ + 2q−1
N , if J = 1.

(9)

Here
(q)

J = arg max Sj ,
j

j = 0, 1.

(10)

Hereafter, the receiver locates τ̂ in the middle point of
the interval determined by (9) to keep τ̂ as close to τ as

τ̂ −
τ̂ +

τ̂ =

T
2q N ,
T
2q N ,

if J = 0
if J = 1.

(11)

Thus, the length of the target interval in which τ lies is
shortened to be T /(2q−1 N ), and the maximum timing
error is half of the target interval length, i.e., T /(2q N ),
according to (9) and (11). Then, update q = q + 1. If q >
qprop , the algorithm ends; otherwise, repeat step q. Here,
qprop is defined in (13).
The least number of steps that the proposed algorithm needs
to achieve the timing synchronization depends on the synchronization resolution Tres . It is clear that the number of steps is
sufficient if (12) is satisfied, which means that the maximum
timing error is less than or equal to the resolution, i.e.,
T
2q N

≤ Tres .

(12)

Thus, one has
q ≥ log2

T
.
N Tres

(13)

Define
qprop = log2

T
N Tres

(14)

where · is the integer-ceiling operation. If q > qprop , timing
synchronization is achieved.
So far, noise has not been considered. The useful waveform
may be distorted when noise is taken into account. Thus, a good
noise reduction approach should be exploited to obtain more
accurate estimation through the above algorithm. Since noise
can be approximately treated as a Gaussian random process, a
simple and effective noise reduction method is the averaging
method. In doing so, the data stream of a training sequence,
whose pattern in the system is designed as “1, −1, 1, −1, . . .”
(actually, the pattern can also be generated randomly), should
be transmitted with a sequence length of M bits. Thus, there
are M consecutive symbols that could be applied to generate
(0)
(q)
Si or Sj . By averaging the M correlation outcomes, (5) and
(8) can be replaced by the following equations:


M −1
1  
(0)
Si = 
M
 k=0

τ̂ +iT/N +TI

τ̂ +iT /N





r(t+kT )×r∗ (t+kT +T /2)dt ,



i = 0, 1, . . . N − 1 (15)


T
j

M −1 τ̂ −(−1) 2q N +TI


1 

(q)
∗
Sj = 
r(t+kT )×r (t+kT +T /2)dt ,

M

 k=0 τ̂ −(−1)j qT
2 N

j = 0, 1.
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Fig. 4. Effect of timing error on BER performance. The integral interval for
demodulation equals T /2. The top plot is for ET error; the bottom one is for
LT error. The BER of perfect timing (with zero timing error) is also shown
for comparison.

Required number of steps versus Tres (T = 200 ns, N = 4).

B. Comparison Between the Proposed Algorithm and the
Conventional Algorithm
According to the algorithm in [19], the required number of
steps for fine timing synchronization is calculated by

rithm remarkably shortens the acquisition time and decreases
the computational load.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS

qref = T /(Nf Tres ) .

(17)

Here, Nf is the number of frames per symbol, and Nf = 1
as in [19]. By comparing (14) with (17), it is clear that the time
complexity of the algorithm in [19] is O(1/Tres ), whereas the
counterpart in the new algorithm here is only O(log2 (1/Tres )).
Fig. 3 shows the required number of steps versus Tres when
T = 200 ns and N = 4. One can see that as the synchronization
resolution improves, the difference between qref and qprop becomes bigger. On the other hand, regarding the computational
load in data processing, for the proposed algorithm, in step 0,
it has N + 1 summation and two multiplication operations in
view of (6) and (7) (consider T /N as one parameter when T
and N are fixed), and in step q (q ≥ 1), it has two summation
and q multiplication operations according to (10) and (11).
Thus, the proposed algorithm has a total
computational load
qprop
q multiplication
of N + 1 + 2qprop summation and 2 + q=1
operations. Meanwhile, for the algorithm in [19], which has
coarse timing and fine timing, it requires a computational
load of about 2 + 2.5qref summation and nine multiplication
operations. Notice that for the 64-bit binary double precision
floating-point arithmetic specified in the IEEE Standard 754,
one multiplication operation is equivalent to at most 63 summation operations. By using Tres = 1/3.952 ns and T = 1000 ns
as in [19] for the computational complexity comparison between the two algorithms with N = 4, it can be verified
that the proposed algorithm has a total computational load of
25 summation and 57 multiplication operations or equivalently
3616 summation operations, whereas the algorithm in [19]
has a total computational load of about 9882 summation and
9 multiplication operations or equivalently 10 449 summation
operations. It is clear that the new timing synchronization algo-

In the simulated system, the parameters are set as follows:
symbol period T = 200 ns, chaotic pulsewidth Tw = 2 ns,
sampling frequency for the simulation fs = 8 GHz, and synchronization resolution Tres = 1/fs . Moreover, the integral
window length in the data demodulation stage is T /2, the
UWB channels are 802.15.4a CM1 and CM2 channel models
[21], i.e., in the residential line-of-sight (LOS) environment and
the residential non-LOS (NLOS) environment, respectively.
Finally, the chaotic map used for generating chaos is the logistic
map [8].
The existence of timing error may induce BER performance
degradation. There are three kinds of timing results in general.
In this paper, the situations of τ̂ < τ − Tres , τ̂ > τ + Tres , and
τ̂ ∈ [τ − Tres , τ + Tres ] are called earlier timing (ET), later
timing (LT), and accurate timing (AT), respectively.
First, the effect of timing error on the BER performance was
investigated. Fig. 4 shows BER versus timing error given by
|τ̂ − τ | in CM1 and CM2 at Eb /N0 of 18 dB, where Eb denotes
the signal energy per bit. Considering the BER of perfect timing
(with zero timing error) as the benchmark, it can be observed in
Fig. 4 that even when the ET error is relatively large (up to about
30 ns in CM1 or about 16 ns in CM2), the BER performance
degradation is still slight. On the other hand, even a tiny LT error will induce remarkable performance degradation. It reveals
that the presented system performance is highly sensitive to the
LT error but insensitive to the ET error. This can be explained
as follows. The multipath channel energy mainly falls in the
front part of h(t), whereas the rear part contains relatively low
and scattered signal energy [21]. Thus, when slight LT occurs,
not only is the undesirable interference from the next symbol
induced, but also the useful symbol energy collected becomes
small, which seriously deteriorates the BER performance.
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Fig. 5. Comparison among (a) probabilities and (b) average timing errors
versus Eb /N0 under different values of N over CM1.

Fig. 6. Normalized MSE versus Eb /N0 with different integral window
lengths (CM1, M = 8).

On the other hand, when ET takes place with a relatively
large error, the loss of current symbol energy and the interference from the previous symbol are both relatively small,
and therefore, the performance degradation is not significant.
Noticing that the channel multipath delay spread of CM1 (LOS)
is smaller than that of CM2 (NLOS) [21], the rear part of
h(t) contains less multipath energy in CM1 than in CM2. This
implies that the system is more insensitive to the ET error in
CM1 than in CM2. Meanwhile, CM1 has a power delay profile
(PDP) in a decreasing shape, whereas CM2 exhibits a firstincreasing-and-then-decreasing PDP shape [21], and hence, the
beginning part of h(t) contains more multipath energy in CM1
than in CM2. This shows that the system is more sensitive to
the LT error in CM1 than in CM2.
Furthermore, it was tested as how different values of N
affect the timing synchronization performance. Fig. 5 shows
the occurrence probabilities of ET, LT, and AT and the average
timing errors of ET and LT statistically in the cases of N = 2,
N = 4, and N = 8 in CM1 all through 10 000 simulation runs.
Since the BER performance is highly sensitive to LT but less
sensitive to ET, it is clear that the larger the probability of LT
is, the worse the BER performance will be, and the smaller
the average timing error is, the better the BER performance
becomes. Accordingly, one can find in Fig. 5 that the two cases
of N = 4 and N = 8 have similar probability performance,
yet, the case of N = 8 has slightly better timing error performance than the case of N = 4. The two cases both have
better probability and timing error performance than the case
of N = 2. On the other hand, for larger N , more integral
operations need to be performed during every symbol observation interval, which requires more implementation complexity.
Hence, N = 4 was chosen in the subsequent simulation for a
performance–complexity tradeoff.
As mentioned in Section III-A, different integral window
lengths in the synchronizing stage yield different synchronization accuracy degrees, as visualized in Fig. 6, which
shows the normalized mean square error (MSE) given by
E{(τ̂ − τ )2 }/T 2 versus Eb /N0 in CM1 with the training

sequence length M = 8, where E{·} denotes the expectation
operation. It can be observed that TI = T /5 results in the
smallest normalized MSE as compared to the others, i.e.,
{T /2, T /3, T /4, T /6, T /7, T /8, T /9, T /10} in CM1, when
Eb /N0 ≥ 16 dB. Consequently, TI is set as T/5 for the CM1
channel. Thus, the best one was chosen through simulation
as integral window length, i.e., T /3, in the synchronization
stage for the CM2 channel. Some other figures with the CM2
channel and different training sequence lengths are not shown
here for brevity. Notice that there exists an optimal TI , which
can be explained as follows. In the synchronizing stage, the
integral window length will determine the amount of collected
useful signal energy, interference signal energy (from neighboring symbols), and noise energy. If the integral window
is very long, the increment of the interference energy and
noise energy collected may become larger than the increment
of the useful signal energy collected; on the other hand, if
the integral window is very short, the useful signal energy
collected may become very small. Furthermore, it is found
that the optimal TI is related to the channel model, because
different channel models exhibit different impulse response durations and the optimal TI increases with the impulse response
duration.
Based on the above setup, 10 000 runs were performed for
the timing synchronization test. Figs. 7 and 8 show the timing
results in CM1 and CM2, respectively. The left and right
subfigures of each figure represent timing occurrence probability versus Eb /N0 and average timing error versus Eb /N0 ,
with M = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}, respectively. It can be seen that in
CM1, the probability of LT decreases and the probability of
AT increases as Eb /N0 increases. Moreover, ET occupies a
large proportion of probability, whereas LT occurs in relatively
small probability. Meanwhile, the average timing errors of
ET and LT both decrease monotonically as Eb /N0 increases,
and the timing performance is improved monotonically as M
increases. The average timing errors of ET and LT are less
than 13 and 7 ns, respectively, when Eb /N0 ≥ 19 dB and
M ≥ 8 in CM1. Concerning CM2, it can be observed that when
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Fig. 7. (a) Timing probability and (b) average timing error versus Eb /N0 ,
with M = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16} (CM1).

Fig. 9. Average BER versus Eb /N0 , with M = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16} (CM1).

Fig. 8. (a) Timing probability and (b) average timing error versus Eb /N0 ,
with M = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16} (CM2).

Fig. 10. Average BER versus Eb /N0 , with M = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16} (CM2).

Eb /N0 ≥ 20 dB, the probability of LT increases as Eb /N0
increases, whereas the probability of ET decreases as Eb /N0
increases, and these two quantities are comparable, which is
somewhat different from CM1. The average timing error in
CM2 has the same trend as that in CM1.
Returning to Fig. 4, one can see that the presented system
can tolerate a relatively large ET error. However, even a tiny
LT error is not welcome. Additionally, it can be observed from
Figs. 7 and 8 that not only does the summation of the average
ET error and the average LT error become smaller as M and
Eb /N0 increase, but also when Eb /N0 > 20 dB and M = 16,
this summation is less than the acceptable ET error (about
30 ns) in CM1 and is almost the same as that (about 16 ns)
in CM2. Consequently, in order to minimize the probability
of LT to the utmost extent, the estimated integral starting
point τ̂ is adjusted ahead by λ, i.e., the final integral starting
point estimated is τ̂ − λ (timing with this operation is called
timing with adjustment, and timing without this operation is

called timing without adjustment below). In the simulation, the
average LT error at the Eb /N0 of 21 dB was taken as λ for CM1,
and the average LT error at the Eb /N0 of 22 dB was regarded
as λ for CM2.
Finally, the BER performances of timing with adjustment,
timing without adjustment, without timing, and perfect timing are all compared. Figs. 9 and 10 show the average BER
versus Eb /N0 in CM1 and CM2, respectively. One can observe that when the training sequence length M ≥ 2, the BER
performance of the system is improved, as compared to that
with M = 1, thanks to the averaging operation for the noise
reduction. Moreover, the BER decreases monotonically as M
increases. Meanwhile, it can be observed that timing with
adjustment offers a significantly improved BER performance
as compared to that without adjustment, and the BER performances of timing with adjustment are only about 0.2 dB and
about 0.6 dB worse than those of perfect timing at the BER of
10−6 when M = 16 in CM1 and CM2, respectively.
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V. C ONCLUSION
Timing synchronization is a critical issue in UWB radios. In
this paper, a fast and low-complexity timing synchronization
algorithm depending on training sequences has been developed and tested for the FM-DCSK UWB system, which is
attributed to the outstanding correlation characteristic of chaotic
signals. Simulation results have shown that the performance of
FM-DCSK UWB based on the new algorithm is very close to
that with perfect timing. Timing adjustment operation is necessary and helpful. Compared to the linear and approximately
exhaustive searching scheme [19], the new timing algorithm
shortens the searching interval by at least a half in size at every
step, therefore significantly improving the acquisition speed
and remarkably decreasing the computational complexity. It is
believed that the new timing algorithm is particularly suitable
for FM-DCSK UWB and DCSK [22] UWB [23] systems,
which are considered as good candidates for low-rate WPAN
applications with low power and low complexity.
In the next phase of this work, the possibility of developing a novel timing tracking algorithm with phase-locked loop
[24]–[27] will be explored.
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